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In this paper, a novel design approach with universal applicability is proposed for realizing a low cross-polarized terahertz tri-
refector compact antenna test range (CATR). Tis approach not only enables the radiation direction of the feed relative to the
main refector to be designed arbitrarily but also enables the designed CATR systems corresponding to diferent feed rotation
angles while still maintaining a low cross-polarization. By using the beam mode analysis method and cross-polarization
elimination conditions, the geometric confgurations of the tri-refector CATR can be designed for feeds in any diferent rotation
angles, and then according to the kinematic and dynamic ray-tracing method with frequency independence in geometric optics,
shaped subrefectors can also be synthesized.Trough the above design procedure, four tri-refector CATRs corresponding to four
diferent feed rotation angles have been achieved, respectively. Numerical simulation results show that the cross-polarizations of
four tri-refector CATRs are all less than –38 dB and the peak-to-peak amplitude (phase) ripples of the quiet zone (QZ) are all
within 1 dB (10°) in the frequency range of 100–500GHz. Tis demonstrates the efectiveness and universal applicability of the
proposed design method in realizing the design of low cross-polarization and good QZ performance for tri-refector CATRs with
diferent feed rotation angles.

1. Introduction

With the widespread application of millimeter wave and
terahertz technology in radio astronomy, remote sensing,
satellite detection, and other felds [1, 2], the demand for
accurate measurement of millimeter wave and terahertz
electrically large aperture antennas is becoming more and
more urgent. At present, there are mainly three test methods
for antenna measurement: one is to directly measure the far-
feld [3], the other is the near-feld or far-feld conversion
[4, 5], and the third is the compact antenna test range
(CATR) measurement [6–9]. Te conventional far-feld
method requires a long distance between the large aperture
antenna under test and the radiating unit in millimeter wave
and terahertz frequency bands. At the same time, the strong
absorption of the atmosphere and background radiation will
also make it challenging to take a measurement in the far
feld. In the near-feld method, the feld measurements at

high frequency sufer many difculties, including scanning
inaccuracy, phase errors, long scanning time, and so forth.
However, the CATR can better overcome the above prob-
lems. A CATR can collimate the feld distribution from a
feed to produce a pseudoplane wave in a relatively short
distance which is the only feasible approach to measure large
aperture antennas in the bands of millimeter wave and
terahertz.

Since CATR can generate a regional pseudoplane wave,
usually referred to as a quiet zone (QZ), the performance of
the QZ, which includes the ripples of amplitude and phase,
refector aperture usage efciency, and cross-polarization,
can be used as an important basis for evaluating CATR. At
present, there are several ways to build a refector CATR
[10–13].Temost common refector type CATR is the single
ofset parabolic refector CATR. For example, Professor
C. G. Parini et al. built an ofset single refector CATR in
QMUL, the upper limit of working frequency is 100GHz,
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aperture length is 3m, and QZ diameter is 1m [14].
However, the drawback of this single refector CATR is
often referred to as its low QZ usage, typically 30%. In order
to further reduce the amplitude and phase ripple and
improve the aperture usage, many methods have been used
by suppressing the edge difractions of the refector, such as
the common refector edge treatment method including
serrations and blended rolled edges [15–17]. Moreover, the
method of tapering the illumination amplitude near the
refector edges can be accomplished with a high-gain feed
or an array feed design [18, 19]. Tese methods can make
the aperture usage reach about 50%. However, the single
ofset fed refector CATR sufers from a relatively high
cross-polarization level due to its asymmetric structure in
the ofset plane. Although matched feed, shaped feed, and
other methods can be used to improve cross-polarization
by sacrifcing bandwidth [20–22], performance improve-
ment is still limited. Tere also exists a dual-refector
CATR; for example, Steiner et al. built the CCR75/60 dual-
refector CATR in Astrium, which can provide about 60%
QZ usage [23, 24]. However, the size of the subrefector of
the dual-refector CATR is almost as large as that of the
main refector, which greatly increases the construction
cost. At the same time, with the increase in frequency, the
processing precision of large-size mirrors is also facing
great challenges. To overcome the above shortcomings, a
tri-refector confguration has to be employed. For ex-
ample, Yu et al. have designed a tri-refector CATR with a
parabolic main mirror diameter of 3m, which can provide
70% of QZ usage and cross-polarization of about −40 dB in
a working frequency of about 300GHz [25, 26]. However,
this CATR design method has certain limitations because it
requires that the radiation direction of the feed must be
consistent with the symmetry axis of the parabolic main
refector, and the structural form of the CATR is relatively
single and fxed, especially the rotation angle of the feed
cannot be fexibly designed according to the actual con-
struction requirements. In addition, the principle of
achieving low cross-polarization performance for the
CATR designed by this method is still unclear and lacks
certain theoretical support.

In order to improve the fexibility of the structural
design of the tri-refector CATR system and to meet the
requirements for diferent building layouts of the CATR
system under various environmental conditions with
limited space size, a novel universal applicability tri-re-
fector CATR design method is proposed in this paper.
Tis method has no restrictions on the structural form
design of the tri-refector CATR, especially on the radi-
ation direction of the feed relative to the main refector;
that is, when using this design method and process, no
matter how the feed’s rotation angle changes, we can al-
ways design a tri-refector CATR with high QZ usage and
low cross-polarization performance. Table 1 lists the major
performance between the proposed tri-refector CATR
system and the reported CATR systems. It can be seen
from the table that the proposed tri-refector CATR not
only has higher QZ usage and lower cross-polarization, but
also the size of the subrefector is much smaller than that of

the main refector, and more importantly, the feed’s ro-
tation angle of the system can be designed to any angle.
Since the proposed design method is based on the beam
mode analysis and cross-polarization elimination theory
[27, 28], it has a sufcient theoretical basis. Terefore, this
method can also provide theoretical and principle support
for reasonably explaining why the tri-refector CATR can
achieve the characteristic of low cross-polarization. Te
main design process of this method is as follows: frstly,
according to the beam mode analysis and cross-polari-
zation elimination conditions in Section 2.1, the specifc
geometric confguration form with low cross-polarization
characteristics of the tri-refector CATR corresponding to
diferent feed rotation angles can be analyzed and deter-
mined as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the value of the
structural parameter variables and the coordinate value of
the central point in each refector of the designed tri-re-
fector CATR system corresponding to any feed rotation
angle can also be numerically calculated following the
calculation steps of the coordinates value of the central
point in the second paragraph of Section 2.2. Secondly, by
using the kinematic and dynamic ray-tracing method in
geometric optics [29], we can use the ray emitted by the
feed source to illuminate the central point position of
subrefector 1, subrefector 2, and the main refector in
turn and take them as the initial optic path, and then we
adopt the surface reconstruction technology to construct
two shaped subrefectors, which is described in detail in
Section 2.2. Finally, the performance of the entire tri-re-
fector CATR system should be simulated in Section 3, and
all the structural parameter variables of the system should
be properly fne-tuned according to the simulation results
to further optimize and complete the design of the low
cross-polarization CATR system.

2. Universal Applicability Design of Tri-
Reflector CATR

2.1. Cross-Polarization Elimination Conditions and
Geometry. Figure 2(a) shows the schematic diagram of a
tri-refector CATR system designed using the proposed
universal applicability design method. Te tri-refector
CATR system is composed of a feed, two shaped subre-
fectors, and a parabolic main refector with an aperture
length of 3m.

Since the geometric position of each refector in the tri-
refector CATR system has a signifcant impact on the cross-
polarization of the CATR system, thus determining the
overall structure confguration form of the system and the
coordinate of the central point in each refector is partic-
ularly important for the design of a low cross-polarization
system. Here, we have adopted the beam mode analysis
method and cross-polarization elimination conditions [27]
for system confguration design and coordinate calculation.
For the beam mode analysis method, the focal lengths f1, f2,
and f3 of subrefector 1, subrefector 2, and the main refector
in the tri-refector CATR system which are shown in
Figure 2(a) are defned by (1), and the specifc description is
shown in Figure 2(b) as follows:
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Figure 1: Specifc confguration forms of tri-refector CATR with low cross-polarization characteristics. (a) When α> 0 and (b) when α< 0.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic diagram of geometric structure and design parameters of a tri-refector CATR. (b) Defnition of focal length in each
refector.

Table 1: Comparison between the proposed tri-refector CATR system and the reported CATR systems.

References Upper-frequency
limit (GHz) QZ usage (%) QZ diameter (m) Size of subrefectors

(m)
Cross-polar

(dB)
Feed rotation

angle
[15] 300 42 0.25 −20
[16] 110 50 0.6 −25
[17] 100 50 0.15 −30
[23] 200 66 5 5.6 −36
[24] 200 70 6 6.1 −36
Proposed 500 70 2.1 0.23 and 0.17 −38 Arbitrary
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where Ri and Ri
′ are the distances from the incident side focal

point Fi and the refection side focal point Fi+1 to the in-
tersection M0 of the central ray and the refector surface M.

To make the CATR system achieve low cross-polariza-
tion, the design should meet the cross-polarization elimi-
nation condition derived in [27], which is simplifed as
follows:

f1 � f3
L1 tan σ1/2( 
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,
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where Li represents the length of the ray in each section,
R3′ represents the distance of the focus at infnity, σi
represents the angle between the incident and refected
central rays, α represents the angle between the central ray
of the second segment and the z-axis, α is positive in the
counterclockwise direction, and θ0 represents the angle
between the direction of the central axis of the feed and
the horizontal direction, which is denoted as the feed
rotation angle in this paper, and all these variables are
shown in Figure 2(a).

It can be seen from Figure 2(a) that when the angle
variable θ0 changes, the confguration form of the CATR
system structure will also change accordingly. In order to
develop a tri-refector CATR system with low cross-po-
larization characteristics in any diferent feed rotation
angles, frst, we need to discuss the value relationship and
range between relevant parameter variables in the above-
mentioned cross-polarization elimination conditions.
When the angle variable θ0 is from the range of 0° to 90°,
according to the defnition and principle derivation in
[27], we can know that subrefector 1 is concave if the
main refector is facing downward, that is, f1 > 0, f3 > 0,
and the specifc confguration forms of the system
structure with low cross-polarization characteristics in
Figure 2(a) can be divided into the following two kinds of
diferent situations:

(1) When α> 0, σ2> σ3, f3> L2, then f2< 0, that is,
subrefector 2 is convex, and the tri-refector CATR
system structure can be obtained as shown in
Figure 1(a)

(2) When α< 0, σ2< σ3, f3< L2, then f2> 0, that is,
subrefector 2 is concave, and the tri-refector CATR
system structure can be obtained as shown in
Figure 1(b)

2.2. Design and Synthesis of Tri-Refector CATR.
According to the two specifc structural confgurations of the
system and the value relationship between relevant pa-
rameter variables obtained in Section 2.1, by using the ki-
nematic and dynamic ray-tracing method to shape the
subrefectors [29], we can design a low-cross polarization tri-
refector CATR system regardless of the feed in any rotation
angle.

However, the solution of the value of the central point
coordinates in each refector is the key to the whole shape
design procedure. Here, the global coordinate XYZ is as-
sumed to have its origin at the center of subrefector 2. To
obtain the value of the central point coordinates in each
refector, frstly, the simultaneous equations, which are
established by formulas (1) and (2) that satisfy the cross-
polarization elimination conditions, should be programmed
in MATLAB numerical calculation software together with
the objective function, which is used to represent the cross-
polarization of the CATR system. Ten, we can assume that
the parameter variables θ0 and L0 to be any desired constant
values, such as θ0 � 0°, 30°, 60°, or 90°, L0 � 0.6m, and sub-
stitute them into the above-mentioned simultaneous
equations. At the same time, we should optimize the value of
the objective function by sweeping the parameter variables
L1, R3, σ2, and α within the range of values discussed in
Section 2.1 with MATLAB numerical calculation software.
Finally, we can select a set of variable values corresponding
to the minimum value of the objective function to calculate
the values of other remaining variables σ1, σ3, and L2 and
further solve the coordinates of each refector at the center
point and the parabolic main refector at the vertex
according to the simultaneous equations and the geometric
structure of the CATR system. To demonstrate the efec-
tiveness of the proposed universal applicability design
method, here we use this strategy to create four tri-refector
CATRs corresponding to four diferent feed rotation angles,
respectively, by using this approach. Table 2 lists the values
of the corresponding key parameters when the angle θ0 is at
0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°, respectively.

Next, we use the dynamic ray-tracing method to shape
the two subrefectors. First, according to the law of con-
servation of energy, we establish a mapping function (x, y)�

F(θ, φ) between the beam with the output direction (θ, φ)
emitted from the feed and the position (x, y) where the beam
fnally reaches the output feld so that the beam energy
emitted from the feed is redistributed according to the re-
quired feld on the aperture plane.

Second, we divide the feed beam into multiple subbeams
(i.e., optical paths) according to dynamic beam tracing and
calculate the specular parameters of the shaped subrefectors
on the central optical path according to the optical center
points of each mirror determined previously. By using the
principle of the intersection of the central optical path and
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the double parabolic expansion surface, the position of the
new refection points on the shaped subrefectors can be
calculated, and then the new specular parameters of the
shaped mirrors on the new optical path can be obtained by
using the dynamic ray-tracing method. We repeat the
previous steps in the loop, extend the design from the
specular optical center to the edge, and successively obtain
the position of the refection point on the shaped subre-
fector on the next optical path, until the specular parameters
of the shaped subrefector on the last optical path are ob-
tained. Here, the solution method for the position of the new
refection point is shown in Figure 3. Taking the frst shaped
subrefector as an example, frst, a new beam is emitted from
the feed, which has a new output direction, assuming that
the position of the new beam refection point is rnew, then we
get the following equation:

rnew � rfeed + ss, (3)

where rfeed represents the position of the feed and s and ŝ are
the distance from the new refection point to the feed and the
new beam propagation vector, respectively. Moreover, the
position rnew of the new refection point on the double-
parabolic expansion surface of the known optical center
point is as follows:

rnew(x, y) � rknown + xg1 + yg2 −
1
2

x
2
G1 + y

2
G2 n, (4)

where rknown is the known optical center position, n is the
propagation unit vector, g1 and g2 are the two mutually
perpendicular principal curvature vectors of the wavefront
surface at the known optical center point, G1 and G2 are the
corresponding curvatures, and x and y are two unknown
variables. By combining formulas (3) and (4) to calculate the
unknown variables x, y, and s, then the position of the new
refection point can be obtained.

Finally, according to the obtained specular parameters at
all refection points, the surfaces of the two shaped subre-
fectors can be determined numerically.

Furthermore, the realization principle of the kinematic
and dynamic ray-tracing method is programmed in
MATLAB numerical analysis software, and the values of all
key parameters and coordinate points obtained above are
substituted into the written program to carry out the nu-
merical calculation. In this way, we can obtain the two
shaped subrefectors, which are composed of discrete data
points.

In order to verify the efectiveness of the proposed design
method, the designed tri-refector CATR is numerically
simulated in commercial simulation software GRASP-10.

Te specifc simulation process is as follows: frstly, we bring
the obtained surface data on the shaped mirrors into the
refector class attribute of GRASP to model the subrefectors,
and we set the calculated relevant parameter values in
software. Secondly, we use an ultra-Gaussian corrugated
horn as the feed, which has a pattern taper of –21.6 dB at 18°,
and its sidelobe level and cross-polarization are less than
–36 dB and –45 dB, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. Fi-
nally, we use the physical optics (PO) plus physical theory of
the difraction (PTD) calculation method to calculate the
surface current, which is generated by the feed illuminating
subrefector1, subrefector2, and the main refector in se-
quence, and then we obtain the QZ performance of the
output feld.

To further verify the universal applicability of the design
method to any feed rotation angle, according to the above
simulation process, four tri-refector CATRs corresponding
to four diferent feed rotation angles have been modeled and
simulated, respectively, by GRASP-10, as shown in Figure 5.

3. Results and Discussion

In the design of a tri-refector CATR system, three important
characteristics need to be considered, and they are phase
ripple, amplitude ripple, and cross-polarization. Te phase
ripple in major is determined by the optical path, while the
amplitude ripple is subjected to the ability of a system to
tailor the energy distribution. Moreover, cross-polarization
mainly depends on the geometric confguration of the
system and the relative positions of the refectors. For the
realization of low cross-polarization, we adopted the beam
mode analysis and cross-polarization elimination condition
method in Section 2.1, and for reducing the amplitude and
phase ripple, we followed the method of the dynamic ray-
tracing method. Tese are the keys to designing the tri-
refector CATR.

Since CATR is primarily utilized for high-frequency
antenna measurement, the ultra-Gaussian corrugated horn
with Gaussian far-feld distribution is used as the feed in our
design. For the system’s aperture feld distribution, the
“Uniform+Gaussian” distribution is adopted as an objective
function. Moreover, the edge illumination on the output
aperture is −24 dB; meanwhile, the diameter of the output
QZ feld is designed to be 2.1m. Such a distribution is
uniform over a large range of the aperture but quickly at-
tenuates towards the edge, which can efectively reduce the
infuence of edge difraction to a certain extent. According to
the simulation process in Section 2.2, for the designed four
tri-refector CATRs corresponding to four diferent feed
rotation angles, the simulated QZ results of the output feld
on the principal cuts at 100GHz, 300GHz, and 500GHz are
illustrated in Figures 6–8, respectively, which are summa-
rized in Table 3.

It is worth noting that if the efects of transmission loss
and edge difraction are not considered, the copolar am-
plitude of the aperture feld obtained by the refection of the
parabolic refector is a constant in theory, and at the same
time, the optical paths of all rays transmitted from the feed to
the aperture surface of the QZ are equal, so the QZ feld

Table 2: Te variable values of the corresponding tri-refector
CATR for four diferent feed rotation angles.

Parameters α (°) σ 1
(°)

σ 2
(°)

σ 3
(°)

L 0
(m)

L 1
(m)

L 2
(m)

R 3
(m)

θ 0 � 0° 25 25 60.1 35.1 0.6 0.97 4.73 5.39
θ 0 � 30° –9.5 25.1 36 45.5 0.6 1.2 3.55 3.3
θ 0 � 60° –16.7 43.6 46.8 63.5 0.6 1.0 3.58 3.3
θ 0 � 90° –20.3 69.7 68.1 88.4 0.6 0.9 3.25 3.0
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theoretically has an even copolar amplitude and phase
distribution, which are shown by the black solid line in
Figures 6–8, and these distribution curves can be used as the
objective copolarization amplitude and phase curves that we
need to get. In the synthesis by the ray-tracing process,

because the objective function of the output feld is adopted a
“Uniform+Gaussian” aperture feld distribution, so the
copolar amplitude taper in the designed quiet zone is 0 dB.

From the simulation results in Figures 6–8, it can be seen
that when the rotation angle of the feed is at 0°, 30°, 60°, and
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Figure 4: Ultra-Gaussian corrugated horn feed radiation pattern. (a) 100GHz, (b) 300GHz, and (c) 500GHz.
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Figure 5: Four tri-refector CATRs corresponding to diferent geometric confguration forms for diferent feed rotation angles. (a) θ0 � 0°.
(b) θ0 � 30°. (c) θ0 � 60°. (d) θ0 � 90°.
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Figure 6: PO+PTD one-dimensional normalized simulation results of the designed tri-refector CATRs with diferent feed rotation angles
at 100GHz. (a) Cross-polar isolation, (b) copolar amplitude, and (c) copolar phase.
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Figure 7: PO+PTD one-dimensional normalized simulation results of the designed tri-refector CATRs with diferent feed rotation angles
at 300GHz. (a) Cross-polar isolation, (b) copolar amplitude, and (c) copolar phase.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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90°, respectively, the maximum value of cross-polarization is
−37.83 dB, and the maximum value of copolar amplitude
(phase) ripples is 0.69 dB (6.86°) for the designed four tri-
refector CATRs in the designed working frequency range.
Due to the efects of refector edge difraction, feed spillover,
and multiple refections of stray felds, there are some
chaotic ripples in the center area of the simulated QZ, es-
pecially at low frequencies, but the copolar amplitude and
phase curves of the simulated CATR are still relatively fat in
general. Moreover, all of these simulation results are within
the QZ evaluation criteria of cross-polarization <−30 dB and
peak-to-peak amplitude (phase) ripple＜1 dB (10°) required
by the standard CATR. It can also be seen from the fgures
that the QZ diameter of the copolar amplitude and phase in
the center area is about 2.1m; that is, it achieves a high QZ
usage of up to 70%, which demonstrates that the designed
CATRs have good QZ performance.

Finally, Table 3 lists the specifc data of the simulated QZ
performance of the designed four tri-refector CATRs

corresponding to four diferent feed rotation angles, re-
spectively. It can be seen that all the designed tri-refector
CATRs cover a wider frequency range from 100GHz to
500GHz. Because of the edge difraction efect of the re-
fector surface, the copolar amplitude and phase have higher
ripples at low frequencies, but as the simulation frequencies
increase, the ripples gradually decrease, and the quiet zone
performance is also gradually improved. For all of these tri-
refector CATRs in diferent feed rotation angles, the cross-
polarization of the tri-refector CATR corresponding to 0°
feed rotation angle is relatively lower, which illustrates that
the geometric structure of the system and the relative po-
sition of each refector have an important infuence on the
cross-polarization of the tri-refector CATR. So far, the
feasibility and efectiveness of the proposed universal ap-
plicability design method for the design of low cross-po-
larization tri-refector CATR have been theoretically
implemented, and the obtained QZ performance is in good
agreement with the theoretical analysis.
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Figure 8: PO+PTD one-dimensional normalized simulation results of the designed tri-refector CATRs with diferent feed rotation angles
at 500GHz. (a) Cross-polar isolation, (b) copolar amplitude, and (c) copolar phase.

Table 3: Quiet zone performance of the four designed tri-refector CATRs corresponding to four diferent feed rotation angles (the QZ
usage is 70%).

Feed rotation angles (°) Frequency (GHz) Copolar amplitude ripple (dB) Copolar phase ripple (°) Cross-polar (dB)

0

100 0.52 4.42 −47.59
200 0.39 3.12 −47.71
300 0.33 2.81 −47.58
400 0.35 2.07 −47.48
500 0.27 1.83 −47.67

30

100 0.69 6.86 −45.94
200 0.68 4.45 −47.84
300 0.63 3.78 −49.39
400 0.54 3.65 −50.94
500 0.48 3.69 −50.54

60

100 0.63 5.71 −42.48
200 0.54 3.82 −43.21
300 0.47 3.39 −43.35
400 0.39 2.97 −43.37
500 0.36 2.77 −43.79

90

100 0.54 5.12 −37.83
200 0.52 4.37 −38.34
300 0.47 4.03 −38.48
400 0.39 3.68 −38.37
500 0.31 2.78 −38.71
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel universal applicability design method
and procedure with low cross-polarization characteristics
for the design of terahertz tri-refector CATR is proposed
and has been theoretically implemented. According to beam
mode analysis and cross-polarization elimination theory and
the dynamic ray-tracing method, four low cross-polarization
tri-refector CATRs with diferent feed rotation angles are
synthesized. Numerical simulation results show that no
matter whether the rotation angle of the feed is at 0°, 30°, 60°,
or 90°, the cross-polarization of the designed four tri-re-
fector CATRs are all less than −38 dB, and the peak-to-peak
amplitude (phase) ripples of four tri-refector CATRs are all
within 1 dB (10°) on the principal cuts of the designed QZ at
100–500GHz. Furthermore, the QZ usage ratios of these tri-
refector CATRs are all better than 70%. All these clearly
demonstrate the feasibility and efectiveness of the universal
applicability theoretical design method. Te method not
only greatly improves the fexibility of feed installation
position and space usage in a CATR system, but it also has
universal applicability to the design of a tri-refector CATR
with low cross-polarization characteristics in any diferent
feed rotation angles. Tis provides crucial conditions for us
to reasonably layout and construct the entire tri-refector
CATR system as well as fexibly design and install various
forms of feed in the case of limited space size in the actual
environment so as to realize the CATR with higher per-
formance, which has important research prospects and
engineering application value.
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